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Minority group finishes second study
Examnes. support services, aid, and admissions

Stephen A. Brobst

am

Richie 3 Medeiros, age 10, demonstrates freestyle bike
tricks in Kilian Court. Medeiros is a participant in
MIT's Volunteers for Youth program.
-- I
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By-Niraj 3. Desai
The Minority Student Issues
Group has called on the MIT faculty to mnake a more concerted
effort to address the needs of minority students. That recommendation is one of many included in
the MSIG report on "The
Recruitment 'and Retention of
Minority Students at MIT,"
which was released yesterday.
Coming nearly two and a half
years after the MSIG's controversial study of the racial climate at
MIT, the report is the second in a
planned series of three reports on
minority concerns by the group.
The 34-member MSIG is chaired
by Dean for Student Affairs
Shirley M. McBay and includes
adademic and administrative officials, and faculty members.
The October 1986 Racial CliI
M

Interphase marks 20th amnniversary

WI

By David P. Hamilton
Project Interphase, an eightweek summer program that provides newly-admitted minorities
with academic and social preparation for MIT, celebrated its
20th anniversary last weekend in
an event that brought an estimated 120 Interphase alumni, students, administration officials,
and faculty to the Julius A.
Stratton '23 Student Center.
Founded in- 1969,; Interphase
invites fifty students to MIT each
year, . where they_~, reciyie free
room and board and a stipend
for expenses.: The participants divide their time between a fairly
rigorous academic schedule,
which includes mnathematics,
physics, chemistry, and writing,
and a more leisurely and informal introduction to MIT and the
Boston area.
The program had its origins in
a set of proposals formulated by
the Black Student Union in early
1968. One of the founders of the
BSU and the first black woman
to receive a doctorate at MIT,
Shirley Jackson '68, told a panel
discussion at the anniversary that
one of tihe primary concerns of
the BSU was the extraordinarily
low minority representation
among the student body. At the
time,.-each class included only
three to six minority students.
As a result of what President
Paul E. Gray '54 called "this very
concrete set of proposais,"? thenPresident Howard W. Johnson
formed the Task Force on Educational Opportunity. After a year

of intensive study, the task force
proposed a new admissions formula, a concentrated effort to recruit minorities, a minority scholarship program, and a summer
program based on an existing
program, Project Epsilon. This
last proposal became Project
Interphase.
These efforts led to a nearly
tenfold increase in the-number of
minorities admitted in 1969. Forty-four students attended Interphase that summer, in what task
force chairman Albert Hill called
·-

ls---.

,

A

"an attempt to let out the clutch
gently over the summer rather
than with a bang in September."
The Interphase alumni attending the anniversary generally
agreed on the importance of the
program'and the increased selfconfidence it gave them. Karl
Reid '84 remembered an "exhilarating sense of accomplishment"
at solving challenging problems.
Others, such as Richard Williamson. '85, spoke of the closeness
they fountdin the tightly-knit In(Pleasge turn to page 15)

mate Report found that underrepresented minority students -experienced unique feelings of
isolation at MIT and concern
about financing their educations.
They also suffered from the perception that admission standards
were lower for minorities and
from the perceived contempt of
non-minority students and
faculty.
The report generated immediate debate both for its findings
on the experiences of minority
students and for its methodology,
which included extensive use of
anecdotal information.
McBay said last year that the
national attention the Racial Climate Report received after its release delayed progress on the second report substantially. The
second study had originally been
scheduled for completion about
two years ago.
The Minority Recruitment Report, which was distributed to
the faculty, contains three major
sections dealing with support services, admissions, and financial
aid.
Support services
Support services should be
"designed to assist, to inform,
and to enhance students' experi-
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A superb debut from
the MIT Bach Society.
Page 9.
*

Children of American
communists discuss
how their parents'
politics affected their
lives'in Eric Stange's
film Children of the

Left. PIge 8.
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-_~.:~.'scores"
so, .called -becau, se
Almost every MIT ]aboratory those words appear in printout ts
that uses Macintosh computers is of infected programs. These viiinfected with viruses, according ruses cause the computer to slow
to Andrew Bennett, a supercom- down, as well as crash randomly
- ^wA.
...
puter consultant at MIT Inbor
and give read/write errors and
mation Services. Most recently, print errors. Specifically, the~r
viruses were found in the Micro- scores virus damages the system
Computer Center, the Condensed software, and nVIR damages speMatter Physics Laboratory, and cific programs. However, truly
w
the Laboratory for Architecture destructive viruses, such as onee
and Planning.
that wipes the boot blocks of
A virus is the' most common hard disks, could infect Macintype of pest that affects comput- tosh computers at MIT in theri
1
f
ers. Viruses need programs in or- near future, Bennett asserted.
1
der to cause damage. When a
The best way to combat viruses
program is run in an infected is to practice preventive healtht
computer, the virus can install it- care with computers, Bennett
self in that program. It can then said. This could be accomplishedt
cause irreparable damage, such by installing vaccines in every
as erasing files - including its Macintosh computer at MIT, he
host. The virus is transmitted explained. Vaccines are programsS
when the infected program is run that prevent most viruses, includin other computers.
ing scores, from entering proThe types of viruses that have grams run in infected machines.t.been found at MIT so far are not However, vaccines do not detect
deliberately destructive, Bennett viruses already present in proKyle G. PeltonenlThe Tech said. These types include the vi- grams that one copies to a Mac
(Please turn to page 14)
ruses "nVIR A," "nVIR B," and
Io

Julianne Marie Malveaux, PhD '80

cold fusion

Mi IT professor may publish
Jee-Hoon Yap '90
demonstrates her
considerable
interpretive powers in an
Advanced Music
Performance Recital.
Page 9.

ences as they matriculate," the
report notes. In the case of minority students, it is especially
important that such services address the problems cited by the
1986 Racial Climate Report,
according to the MSIG.
The Minority Recruitment Report documents a-number of recent advances in support services
for minority students. It notes
that minority staff members have
been added to several offices, including the Admissions Office,
the Financial Aid Office, and the
Graduate School. A research position in student affairs was established this academic year to
aid in the review of minority student experiences. Also, a group
was created representing various
support services to monitor the
progress of minority freshmen.
But if further progress is to be
made in supporting minority stludents, academic departments and
research centers must take up
more of the burden, according to
the report.
"It is critical that faculty and
staff begin to respond more effectively to the needs of minority
students who are currently enrolled," the report says. Toward
this end, the MSIG recommends
(Please turn to page 2)

By Linda D'Angelo

helium nucleus, which contains

Peter L. Hagelstein '76, an-associate
professor in the Departs
ment
of
Electrical Engineering
r
and
Computer
Science, has suba
mitted four papers providing a
theoretical explanation for cold
fusion to the Physical Review
Letters,
according to a MIT
r
News Office press release.
These papers, -described by
Hagelstein as a "first look assessment," deal with the quantum,
collective, and coherent effects of
aI deuterium fusion model related
to the experiment recently conducted by researchers at the University of Utah. Their extraordinary results, first reported on
March 23, have spurred numerous laboratories to attempt the
experiment.
DD fusion, which Hagelstein
considers an "exotic reaction,"
involves the .fusion of -two deuterium nuclei (deuterons) to form a

two protons and two neutrons.
Unlike the energy in normal gaseous plasma reactions, the 23.8
million electron volts produced
per reaction of two deuterons are
not released as dangerous gamma
rays, which in this amount would
have killed the Utah researchers.
Rather, the energy remains within
the palladium lattice in the form
of heat.
The quantum mechanical properties of the metallic palladium
lattice are also involved in the
"considerable enhancement of
the fusion rates at low temperature," Hagefstein contended.
Quantum tunneling enables deuterium nuclei to overcome strong
electrical repulsive--forces, thus
allowing the nuclei to fuse, according to the paper. Hagelstein
also describes a "coherent" fusion rate that depends:1alinearly
(Please turn to page 15)
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A literary reading by'
I

NINOTCHKA RO'SCA

r

the internationally acclaimed uwriterfrom

THE PHILIPPINES

"There is no doubt that she has developed her own distinctive voice and finally put Filipino writing in English
into a literary arena that transcends national boundaries."
-Far Eastern Economic Review
Ninotchka Rosca is a journalist, short story writer and novelist
whose stories and articles have appeared in Manila magazines
and newspapers and in Ms., The Nation, and the Village Voice.
She was imprisoned for her work as a journalist under Marcos.
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Sponsored by the Amnesty International MIT Group and the MIT Filipino
Students Association; Funded by the Council for the Arts at MIT
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The MIT Muses serenade Mark Enstrom '92 during their spring concert last Saturday.
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Report urge greater minority support

(continued from page I)
that contributed to the gains of
that: the President and chairma n 1987 and 1988. In particular, the
of the faculty formulate a polic y report urges an examination of
for the academic community o:n the changes that took place in the
minority enrollment and reten - applicant pool in those years,
tion; a group be designated t(o and how they relate to the inmonitor the implementation of creased minority enrollment. To
plan for the future, MIT should
the policy and any resulting pro
also examine the national pool of
grams; each department reviev
minority students and how it
the academic progress of its mi
nority students; and the effort: s compares with MIT's pool and
those of comparable institutions.
to increase the number of minor
ity faculty and staff bee
Moreover, the Institute should
study the adjustment and perforredoubled.
President Paul E. Gray '54 in a mance of enrolled minority stucover letter mailed to faculty dents, the report recommends.
along with the report, voiced t This will enable the Admissions
support for the call for greater Office to "refine our sense of
faculty and departmental partici- what qualities and preparation
pation. Such a response "must make for a good 'match' between
not include reducing academic individual minority students and
standards or expectations for MIT."
these students.... Rather, these
The Admissions Office can inproblems call for greater faculty crease the attractiveness of MIT
attention, for more creative and to minority students, the report
flexible remedies at the beginning says, by providing them with perof the matriculation process, and sonal contact with MIT personfor a more affirming and sup- nel and students, and by ensuring
portive MIT environment that they are aware of special
overall."
'awards and programs for minority students.
Admissions
Financial aid
The report notes that the number of underrepresented minor"The goal at MIT is to provide
ities in MIT's entering class has enough [financial] aid, on the barisen from 104 in 1986 to 169 in sis of measurable need, to enable
1988. It attributes this rise to "in- each admitted student to obtain a
tensified recruitment efforts by bachelor's degree within specified
the admissions office staff and time limits." While this is MIT's
by minority students, and by the stated goal, many minority stupublic candor with which MIT dents and their families may behas discussed its racial climate."
lieve that MIT is,still not a viable
To continue this progress, the option because they perceive that
MSIG recommends that MIT the financial .aid likely to be promaintain or improve recruitment vided will be inadequate, the
and enrollment strategies, and report says.
document and refine the efforts
The MSIG calls on the Financial
Aid Office to explore new
I _
I LII
C--.-_ways to "communicate the
strength and breadth of MIT's
aid program to the minority community." Among the suggestions
The -article on the freshthe group makes are special broman pass/fail debate at
chures aimed at minority and
Wednesday's faculty meetlow-income students and more
ing ["Vote delayed on CUP
frequent visits by FAO personnel
P/F proposal," April- 2t]
to
secondary schools and regionmisidentified William F.
al
admissions
meetings.
McGrath '89. He is student
The
FAO
should
also begin -a
representative on the Faculresearch
project
to
determine ifty Policy Committee. student loan levels, the student
'C---C~Cu~.
~--mm .rI work burden, or the FAO's pos-
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ture on parental support and outside aid resources impacts dispro'portionately on minority
students, according tothe report.
The report also recommends
that MIT explore ways to facilitate the completion of financial
aid applications by minority students. Admissions decisions on
minority applicants might be
made early in order -to provide
more time for the aid application
process to occur, the report 'suggests. The FAO could also follow-up on continuing minority
students who fail to submit aidrenewal applications.
One newly-created program
that the MSIG singles out for
praise is the MIT Opportunity
Awards Program for students
from the neediest families. The
experimental program, which began operating this academic year,
lowers the "self help" component
of selected students' aid packages
by $1500 to $2500. Of the 128
awards given, 60 went to underrepresented minority students.
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Japanese prime minister resigns
Japanese Prime Minister Noboru Takeshita has resigned. A government official made the announcement on
national television --- saying Takeshita wanted to take responsibility for a stock scandal that has forced the resignation of several government ministers. Takeshita has
been prime minister since 1987. He's seen his support in
public opinion polls sink to single digits due to the stock
scandal and an unpopular sales tax.

~

Amnesty International is appealing to loo countries'including the United States - to abandon the death penalty. The human rights group said use of the death penalty in the United States appears to be arbitrary and racially
biased. Amnesty International also said the death penalty
has been imposed on the mentally ill and on people who
may have been innocent.
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North jury, continues deliberations
Reading, but not talking: that's how the foreman describes the jury's activities during its third day of deliberations in Oliver North's Iran-contra trial. In a note to
Judge Gerhard Gesell, Denise Anderson said the jurors
were studying documents that pertain to the 12 charges
facing North. Deliberations continue today.

Speculations on cause of
USS Iowa blast continue

Soviet poison gas confirmed
to have killed demonstrators
A Communist Party official in Soviet Georgia confirmed yesterday-tat some of the 20 people killed when
soldiers broke up a pro-democracy demonstration earlier
this month died from gas used by the troops. Many of the
120 people still hospitalized following the protest are asking the Soviet government for an antidote for the unnamed poison. Soviet officials in Moscow deny that
troops used poisonous chemicals in the confrontation.
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Ohio bookie reports Rose bets
Although nothing in a 13-page federal transcript indicates Pate Rose wagered on baseball games, Ohio bookmaker Ron Peters has told authorities he took upwards of
one million dollars in bets from the Cincinnatd Reds manager. Meanwhile, a letter from Baseball Commissioner
Bart Giamatti to the court states Giamatti believes Peters's testimony. Giamatti is probing Rose's' personal conduct, which reportedly includes gambling. It's not known
when the commissioner will complete the investigation.
His office had no comment on today's developments.
Peters faces 23 years in prison on drug and tax evasion
chiarges.

If Giamatti determines Rose bet on baseball, he could
receive a one-year suspension. If he bet on the Reds, he
could get banished from the game for life.

About 3000 people, some of whom were wearing black
armbands, gathered in Norfolk, VA, to welcome the battleship USS Iowa as it pulled into its home port on Monday. Forty-seven sailors died in an explosion in one of the
16-inch gun turrets of the ship on Wednesday.
The New York Times reported Sunday that Navy teams
who entered the turret after the explosion found the gun's
breech open-and undamaged. The paper's sources say that
this finding indicates the blast occurred while bags of
powder were being loaded. -The Navy, however, has refused to comment on the probable cause of the explosion.
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney said that the Navy will
continue to use World War II-vintage ships.

Exxon claims progress in clearup
Exxon said that 70 percent of the Alaskan oil spill has
evaporated or been recovered. That, the oil giant says,
puts them ahead of the pace set in a federally-approved
cleanup plan. But the state's top environmentalist said Exxon's figures could be off by as much as 50 percent.

Atlantis set for Friday launch
The countdown for the launch of the space shuttle

UMass students protest
defense research

u I~qCIPI
I
_ Il~qapl~-~es

9-

Seventy students occupied a University of Massachusetts building in Amherst yesterday. It's the second take:
over in a week to protest federal Defense Departmentfunded research on campus. University spokeswoman
Stacey Chase says campus police sealed' coff Memorial
Hall after the protesters entered at 1 pm. Police allowed
students out, but did not allow any to enter. The protesters call themselves People for a Socially Responsible University. They gave administrators a list of demands including a halt to all Defense Department research on campus.
They also want the withdrawal of charges against seven
people arrested in a similar occupation in another building April 19.-

heart operation successful

A Piftsburgh-are4 man who underwent experimental
heart surgery last month says he feels marvelous, and doctors say up to a third of those-needing heart transplants
may be candidates for this new type of heart surgery. In
the procedure, doctors say they wrap muscle taken fom
the patient's back around the patient's ailing heart to help
it pump.

Wright's ethics investigation
moves to Texas
House Speaker Jim Wright's Ethics Committee investigation moves to San Antonio, TX, where members plan
to interview Mallick, the businessman involved in an oilwell investment that reaped large profits for a blind trust
held for the speaker. Wright continues to deny the 69 violations of House rules with which the ethics panel has recently charged him.
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Fortunately, the Scotch guard prevented
Billy's grape juice from staining the. new sofa.
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Cryptic Crossword #4
Across

Down

1. Scared nightly, I forked a hard, fat casserole. (6, 2, 3, 4)
9. Brave female insect has 50. (7)
10. His victories were guaranteed by Californian, we hear. (7)
11. Got back a garment. (4)
12. Organic part of the house? (6, 4)
13. Distinctive but incompetent, perhaps? (7)
-15. Leaves the room candle-dark? (4, 3)
17. Usage so poor, it becomes
i
·a I
I·
cloudy. (7)
4
I
20. Enthusiast of a-Natick
.
12 _
origin. (7)
22. Troubadour, less cynical,
or brass instrument. (4)
25. Receding hairline of the
sky? (7)
1
|
26. Volcano did it, partly to
cheer up Teddy. (7) .
27. Must dance well - those
nine left go crazy!
(5, 2, 4, 4)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

PL
a

Worry that fine measurement is losing memory. (5)
About the French logic units, puts it out of mind. (9)
One vehicle for Russian monarch. (4)
Shouts ideas around, not indoors (7)
Sit worriedly in grad dorm for sampling. (7)
Dastardly revenge taken about tree. (9)
I'm in a frat, or hope to be! (3, 2)
-
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Cool and dry on a soaledy zeros to pi
Sunny mild days and clear cool nights will be the
weather phrase for the next several days. A large
low pressure center located over southeastern
Canada will slowly exit to the northeast over the
next few days keeping New England in a
northwesterly flow of relatively cool, dry air. On
Wednesday, high pressure located over central
Canada building southeastward will usher in
slightly cooler weather.
Xe
,quiet,.let. As the weather is relatively
introduce to you a rather "irriatonal"-'scalii to rzatethe weather. "Bad" weather (lots of rain and
clouds) rates. a, zero; while "excellent" weather
(sunny, warm, but "not too warm) rates a pi. This
week's weather I'll rate an "e.'

8. Mike, can't I possibly
describe motion? (9)
13.Stumble after destroying thing at dusk. (9)
reproduction
14. Reject
(9)
mark.
a
leaves
sleuth
crazy
in,
16. Not
must work harder. (9)
18. Desire in male child to
become a specialist. (7)
19. Sounds like house of
swordplay might constrict! (S. 2)
21. Disconnect from sun

today: Mostly sunny .with a few fair weather

rigors. (5)

23.Car, Tesla might examine. (5)
24. 100 at-bats 'warrant
protective garments. (4)

solutions
page 15
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cumulus clouds developing in, the afteirnoon.
Mild. High 60'F (15'). Winds:northwest at 5- inppi, (8-lj5`knhj.
I ~ .Portly`loaQdy. Aid tool.: -Low 43 IF +6°C).
ionrip
at-S1 mqp h-_ t!162:t kmrh).
noi&stthu
.WindI
clouiffy-ifid, tlurlhifg cooler.
Wednefday: PORly
Winds onshore early turning to northwest by
afternloon. High 55°F (13°C). Low 401F (41Q.
Winds northwest 10-20,mplt,,M-2 kgah).
t
).9
(l)
C-oilq;-` High 50
Forecast by Michael C.l Morgan
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GSC -must'postpone surveying gras o' p e ge
value both to students and to the
Institute at large.
Commencement is as much-an
undergraduate as a graduate
event, and even though -graduate
students will not be asked to vote
,on the pledge this year, I urge all

This is in response to the letter
that Paul Antico '91, Andrew
Strehle '91, Ajay Advani '91, and
Manuel Rodriguez '89-wrote the
Graduate Student Council concerning the commencement
pledge- on social responsibility
["Graduate Council should assess
pledge interest," April I1]. The
·GSC recently (April 18)'took up
this issue, and, after long discussion, decided that there was insufficient time remaining in this
school year to adequately inform
students about this issue as well
as conduct a vote. However, the
GSC will be very happy to gauge
graduate student opinion during
the next school year. It is the
feeling of the GSC that an illinformed, hurried vote is of little

a
I

graduate students to find out for
themselves about this issue and
make their own decisions about
taking the pledge.
Scott Peng
President,
Graduate Student Council

l_

Freshman year pass/no-record
stands for more than just a grading policy. It demonstrates MIT's
faith that students take their educations seriously. It is a continuing vote of confidence in MIT's
ability to address the needs of a
unique and diverse group of students. When initiated, it was a
radical idea, conceived in an era
when faculty were beginning to
accept the idea that a doctrine of

Tuesday, April 25, 1989

Chairman .............................. Marie E. V. Coppola '90
Editor in Chief ................................ Niraj S. Desai '90
Business MRanager......... Genevieve C. Sparagna '90
Managing Editor................................ Peter E. Dunn G
Executive Editor .......................... Andrew L. Fish '89

1

News Editors ........................................ Annabelle Boyd '90
Irene C. Kuo '90
Prabhat Mehta '91
Opinion Editor .......:................................... Michael Gojer '90
Sports Editors ................................ Michaei J. Garrison G
Harold A. Stern G
Arts Editors ................................ Christopher J. Andrews '88

in loco parentis was inappropri-

ate and counterproductive for
students who had demonstrated,
by their achievement in high
school and promise for the future, that they were capable of
ordering their own lives.
Now we face a turning point.
Faculty believe students have not
been well-served by this system.
Their solution is to take back
pass/no-record or limit it, and
return to a grade-ificentive system. This sends several clear
messages..
First, the Committee 'on the'
First-Year Program proposil says
grades are important - more important than anything else. Professor William T. Peake '51
pointed out that pass/no-record
sends the opposite message. So
what? I thought the whole point
was to impress upon students the
importance of learning, not to
encourage them to judge their
self-worth on the basis of grades.
The grades a student receives
freshman year are not important
ten years later. Whether or not
that freshman jumps off the
Green Building is.
Second, the faculty supporting
the proposal are implying that
students under the pass/norecord system are lazy, careless,
and unmotivated. If this is true,
perhaps MIT should revoke the
degrees it has been giving away
for the last 15 years or so. Has
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MIT been graduating incompetent engineers ever since pass/norecord was initiated?
Finally, the Committee on the
Undergraduate Program; in supporting this proposal, is suggesting that an MIT degree is nothing
special. MIT must conform to
the same procedures as most other schools in the country. Without those freshman grades, potential employers and graduate
schools really cannot be sure of
what they are getting.
The CFYP proposal to restructure pass/no-record attempts to
confront valid concerns, but ultimately fails. Students seem to be
less prepared in upper-level classes. A few students overload during freshman year. Is this any
reason to scrap a system that has
basically worked? We would replace it with an unwieldy, ambiguous plan that attempts to satisfy
'everyone except those With a vi-sion of what an MIT:'education
should be.
The first obvious solution to
improving undergraduate education at MIT is to improve the
quality of teaching and quantify
exactly what standards are expected. MIT has the right and
duty to expect students to work
hard. But it also has an obligation to be -fair. If freshmen do
not understand the fundamentals
of Physics II (18.02) or any class,
fail them. Whether a freshman
receives an A, B, or C should
make no difference to subsequent
professors.
On a deeper level, MIT must
address fundamental questions of
how it plans to educate students
in the years to come. Are we to
continue a policy of basic training for the "battlefield of Course
VI," or are we going to look to
the future, when it will not be
enough to be the. best trade
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school in the United States? Proposals to tinker with the grading
system not only fail to solve any
problems, they institutionalize
the ways of thinking that will
shackle us to the past and stifle
any vision of the future.
A lack of vision drives this debate. The amendment that Professors Marc X. Kasfner and
Robert J. Birgeneau have proposed to the pass/no-record motion now before the faculty attempts to pacify students and
restore a safety net for "those
who need pass/no-record." But
everyone needs pass/no-record.
Pass/no-record's purpose is not
to shield poor performance, it is
to reward exceptional performance and give students an opportunity to achieve their educational goals without the
distracting pressure of grades.
Pass/no-record boldly asserts a
vision of MIT as the best educa-'tional institution in the country.
What we do here, others cannot.
Do not turn pass/no-record into
a badge of dishonor that must be
selected by the lowest half of the
class who cannot deal with
grades.
When faculty members vote,
they face a clear choice. One
path surrenders to the proposition that we cannot educate without grades. The other, in this
case the status quo, reaffirms the
greatness of MIT, its faculty, and
its students. There are problems
with the MIT education, but the
solution is not retrenchment. It is
to move forward again, to perfect a good system, to recommit
to the ideals that have elevated
this institute in the past and
which will carry it forward in the
future. Strangely, the most ambitious and visionary choice is the
conservative one. Pass/no-record
is good. Let it be.
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Pass/fail issue concerns more than just grades
Volume 109, Number 20
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With the purchase of Zenith Data Systems Z-286LP Model 20 or Model 40
we are including a Mouse and Microsoft Windows
at no additional charge.
* 80286 processor-for AT level performance
e 1MB -memory for current and future applications
· 2 full expansion slots for maximum flexibility

rL

· small cabinet design conserves desk space
. easy to set up and use
e 'choice of monochrome or color monitor
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

John Averill
ZDS Studenlt Representative
(617) 899-4368 or
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1 Kendall-Square
Cambridge, MA 02139
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-classified advertising
Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
Needed: Toianiese/Cantonesespeaking interpreter for social service agency in Chinatown. About
20 hours/month anytime. M-F, 8-5
pm. $8/hour. Call Florence at 4516400 ext. 212.
Apartment for rent in Charlestown.
2 bedroom, 2 bath, all appliances
(washer/dryer). $120/month. 2427005. Available May 1.
Great part-time opportunity. Gain
experience and earn money by
working on Fortune 500 companies' marketing programs on campus. 2-4 flexible hours each week.
Applications being taken for imrmediate and fall '89 openings. Call 180Q-821-1 543.
TMI Student Travel offers discount
international airfares 0 major airlines, not charters * personalized
trip planning °. group discounts 0
(617) 367-3311.
Summer Position Avaiable
Small software company needs talented electrical engineer for independent schematic design and prototype development of PC-based
Intel 486/860 system. Must have
expensive knowledge with PC hardware and design. Knowledge of PC
industry standards such as EGA/
VGA, ST506 and AT Bus. Experience with schematic design systems a plus. PC 81S knowledge a
plus. Call (617) 491-6024, ask for
Mark.
Attention - Hiring
Government jobs - in your area.
Many immediate openings without
waiting list or test. $17,840$69,485. Call (602) 838-8885 ext.
R4058.
Attention - Government Homes
from $1 (U-repair). Delinquent tax
property. Repossessions. Call (602)
838-8885 ext. GH4058.
Attention - Govemment seized vehicles from $1(30. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide. (602) 838-8885 ext.
A4058.
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Used Books Wanted
We buy current edition textbooks if
neede next term at MIT at 50% of
new selling price; or, if not needed,
at maximum national value. MIT
Coop at Kendall Square Book Dept.
Sexually Transmitted Disease
Confidential.testing and treatment
of STD's and AIDS. Also general
medical care, sports medicine, birth
control, etc. Private office. Robert
Taylor M.D., 1755 Beacon Street,
Brookline, 232-1459.

Spring

Desktop Performance
The Macintosh Specialists
Do you have a Macintosh to sell?
Would you like to buy a used Mac?
Call us at Desktop Performance
(617) 247-2470. We carry a full
line of Mac products and peripherals with guaranteed competitive
prices and quality service. Upgrades our speciality.

is

0ever

Hot!

IBM Model 30 286

Legible Fare Typing and Word Processing Service. Resumes, Papers,
Theses. All. projects Laser printed
.and available on diskettes for future
revisions, reprinting or storage.
Fast, accurate, and confidential.
Free pick-up and delivery.
(508) 777-2322.

$2690

save

Summer Jobs
Experienced office help needed at
Cambridge think tank near Harvard
Square. Responsibilities include
help in organizing move to branch
office, organizing and updating temporary libraries, answering phones,
general office work, Xeroxing, lighttyping. Requirements: previous office experience, ability to juggle
many tasks at once, pleasant
phone and personal manner, sense
of humor. June 1 - Sept. 1 (negotiable). Call 868-3900; ask for
Ilana.

ql
I..

Free Storage
For the first month at Middledale
Self Storage Co., 120 Tremont St.,
Everett. Individual storage units
from 15 to 150 sq. feet and everything in between. Store for the
summer, get first month free. 3895550.

Free Catalog
SoftwearO shirts, Nightingale Marketing Services, 12713 Parkwood
Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337.

Male Subjects Needed
.Center for the Study of Effective
Organizations (Kenmore Square)
needs male participants for research on small work groups. Time
- 1 % hours. Pay - $12.50 plus
chance of bonus; public transportation reimbursed. To schedule an
appointment, leave a message at
269-8720.

Experienced Translators
Japanese and German
Language translations into or from
Japanese and German for technical
documents in various fields. Excellent pay for reliable, accurate work.
Free-lance and employee positions
available for experienced translators. Call Caroline at (617) 864390Q.

. .. . .-.
, .·
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Includes:
-internal 20MB Hard Drive
11MIB, RAM
-High Resolution Color Monitor
-*IBM PC DOS 4.01
-Mouse
-sMicrosoft Windows
- \Microsoft Excel
- Microsoft Word

Get ready for the
Hottest Savings of the Season.
For a limited time the MIT Microcomputer Center is offering
specially priced bundles on select IBM personal computer systems. Choose
from six different packages including the Model 30, 30 286, 50Z and Model
70. Each system features a special list of software with total savings from
$200 and up.
If your in the market for a computer, this may be your best
opportunity to save money on all the equipment at once.
The sale begins April 10 and runs until May: 12, 1989. Stop bythe
MIicrocomputer Center and talk to a consultant, or call us at x3-7686 for
more details. Your satisfaction is our goal.

Sumnner Jobs
Central America Outreach Canvass.
4-10 pm weekdays, Saturday 12-5
pm. $40-$80/day. Full- or Part-time,
Summer or Yearround. Call Marian
at CASA in Harvard Sqyare, 4928699.

Brown & Finnegan Moving Service.
Local. Long Distance. Overseas. No
job too small. Reasonable rates.
Frequent trips all NE, NY, NJ, DC,
VA, PA. 364-1927 or 361-8185.
dpu 27229 ice 3328.

I. 1.1.

over$240.00
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MiT Microcomputer Center

&

Stratton Student-Cenlter, W20-02-1
Weekdays 10amrn4i30pm, x3-7686 i
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41No matter how
bad they are,

PC's - CRT's
PRINTERS
Sales-Service-LeaseSu pplies

Grandma loves

Bedford Computer Systems Inc.

-tohear tie
- atest jo.,s,,

6 Executive Park Drive
N. Billerica, MA 01862
(508) 671-0870
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London
Paris
Athens
Caracas
Tokyo
Cairo
NMadrid

$259
269
355
185370
385
285

Yo-L miss her sparkling

I

sense of humor. She misses
y-ou and yrour jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one g-ood
reason to call lono distance.
AT&T Lona Distance Service
is another good reason. Because I'rco2s§ ljs than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle before yOU even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile

Some restrictions apply Taxes not
incuded Euralpasses Issued on the spot,
FREE Studen, Travel Catalog.
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M.l.T Student Ctr. W20-024 84 Mass Ave.
Camrbndge, MA02139 617-2252555
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HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY
VIDEOIFILM SERVICE

If you'd like to kno%7 more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.
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an overview of the history of the American
Communist party with large amounts of
Directed by Eric Sfange.
archival footage and photographs.
All of the five red diaper babies in the
With Eugene Dennis Jr., David Horowitz,
Richard Healey, Country Joe,McDonald,
film look -back toward their parents with
arnd Joan Sokoloff.
respect and pride. Despite communism's
Narrated by Don Wescott.
foreign roots, Eugene Dennis Jn, one of
World premiere tomorrow in the Bartos
the five red diaper babies interviewed, says
Theater (Wiesner Building) at 8 pm.
that he grew up with communism as a way
Free admission.
of life, and so it was "very American" to
him. Other interviewees talk about their
By MANAVENDRA K. THAKUR
"fond memories" and describe their upbringing as "a very rich way of life." One
/
f
HIS
IS THE STORY ABOUT
the personal side of that says "My father did what he did because"
legacy, about the children he felt change was necessary, and another
who inherited the vision observes that communism gave us "a
of American Communists of the 1930s, world view.'
At the same time, however, their parchildren known as 'red diaper babies.' "
ents'
ideological commitment often took a
So says the narrator at the beginning of
severe
toll on their personal and family
Children of the Left, a new documentary
life.
For
example, the children were
by Cambridge-based filmmaker Eric
trained early on in techniques to circumStange.
Working within the limitations of televi-; vent surveillance, such as writing messages
sion, the 56-minute production interviews down instead of openly talking in a
five red diaper babies (who are, of course, bugged room. Constant vigilance and the
middle-aged adults by now) and focuses awareness that their parents were different
on the memories and scars left by their from other parents took their toll as well.
For example, Joan Sokoloff, another inparents' radical politics. The documentary
terviewee,
remembers a bitter moment in
doesn't break any ground in the hallowed
childhood
when she kcept thinking "Why
traditions of documentary filmmaking,
but its subject matter is still fascinating. can't [my mother] be like everyone else's
Stange realizes that people often recoil ir- mother... and bake brownies?" Dennis'
rationally at the first mention of commu- father was secretary general of the AmeriEugene Dennis Jr., a "red diaper" baby from Eric Stange's film Children of nism, and he handles his subject matter can Communist Party, and he appeared as
the Left.
.with astute sensitivity. Stange also provides the first witness before hearings held by
the House Committee on Un-American
Ore
Activities. Dennis says he quickly noticed
"a new tension' among adults around him
ERIC STANGE
from an telephone interview with him on a
ages. I find documentaries an intriguing who "closed ranks against an outside
An interview with Eric Stange,
recent Sunday morning.
way to do journalism. [As for feature threat." The film does not elaborate on
producer and director of
filmmaking,] documentaries are obviously what effect these childhood perceptions
Q. What were your reasons for making
Children of the Left.
cheaper.
might have had on Dennis and Sokoloff,
this documentary film, and what led you
By MANAVENDRA K. THAKUR
nor does it need to. The film i's at its best
Q.
W~hat
are
your
previous
film
projects?
to filmmaking in general and documentary
when
it allows its interviewees to express
The
Pitch
of
Grief
is
a
30
minute
film
I
films in particular?
RIC STANGE IS A SOFT-SPOKEN MAN
themselves
in this manner.
made
in
1985.
[The
film
looks
at how four
I wanted to make a film, a documentary,
who began his filmmaking career
Dennis,
it
seems, is the star interviewee
only recently. He is 35 years old, about leftist American politics. I wanted people deal with the death of a close relaof
the
film.
Stange
relies onl Dennis more
E
a Cambridge resident, and he has to find a new way of looking at leftist tive.] I've done additional projects for
than
the
others
in
the
film, and shots of
hire.''
written for The Boston Herald. He also American politics [to make it more accesDennis
both
open
and
close
the film (with
has worked as a freelance writer and pub- sible] and get around the reactionsyou get Q. In Children of the Left, your film only
the
exception
of
a
brief
prologue
before
lished articles, usually about 'the intersectouches on how political views can flip[when you mention communism].
the
opening
titles).
Ideally,
Stange should
tion of art and politics," in The Boston
I'm a. . . newcomer to the documentary flop or remain the same after twQ decades.
Globe, The New York Times, and The In- world, and it's very expensive to make A. I wish I had more time to talk -about have found a better balance between his
dependent (London). He attended the Uni- documentary films, even on video. I have these people now. I am now writing a six- interviewees. In addition, the film shows
only one woman and no minorities, who
versity of Massachusetts at Amherst, and been a print journalist for 10 years, but part series about the 1960s for PBS.
went to graduate school in journalism at about four years ago, I decided to try this Q. Your film stresses the personal and hu- most likely would have been able to: provide a different perspective coal the whole
Boston University.
other medium, which is much more power- man side of the red diaper babies. Do you
era.
The following are condensed excerpts ful. It has more powerful, more potent im(Please turn to page 16),.
(Please turn to page 10)
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The Bush Administration -and Southern Africa:
Apartheid and Regional Destabi -ization
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Funded Software Venture9 recent M.l.T. spinoff, nearing product release

I

e UNIX-based image management software

I

@Offer

competitive salary & benefits plus equity

AMBASSADOR WALTER C. ( PARR I NGTON

seeks

Visiting Professor
Department of Political Scionence , -MIT

Full-time Software Enginee)
o strong C, 1-2 years experience after C.S. degree
e able to work independently or as part of a team
* significant potential for advancement
400 Fifth Ave., Waltham, MA 02154
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JEE-HOON YAP

Works by Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms.
Killian Hall, Friday, April 21.
Part of the Advanced Music Performance
Recital Series.
By DAVID M. J. SASLAV
EE-HOON YAP '90 WIELDS A

NUMBER

of potent pianistic tools that elicit
art from her instrument; chieff

among them are a keen mind, a
precise ear, and forearms of steel. In delivering up a selection by each of classical
music's "Three B's," Yap brought out the
architecture of a Bach dance suite, the
playfulness of a middle-period Beethoven
sonata, and the fiery poignancy in a set of
Brahms variations. Having chosen as demanding a program as this, Yap proceeded
to display remarkable versatility.
J. S. Bach's PartitaNeo. 6 in E opened
the recital, and Yap's depth of musical understanding carried her through some
rough areas. It is in structure and symmetry that one finds deepest appreciation of
Bach's works, and this performance paid
respect to both. Within sections as well as
between, Yap gave each line and each
voice its proper formalistic dues. Particularly lively was the third movement, entitled Courant. Yap's scrutiny of the inner
voices was well-focused, intense. and extraordinarily musical. Two miscues failed
to rattle her.
Opening the spritely Sonata in E Op. 54
of Beethoven, Yap's technique failed her at
times, particularly when reaching for octave leaps in the right hand. Her strong
left never faltered, though, and the first
movement, labeled In Tempo d'un
Menuetto, was a strong one in all important respects. The closing Allegretto (the
sonata is in two movements) was the high
point of the entire recital; Yap's thunderous fortes seemed utterly effortless, and
her sudden pianissimos were intense: More
importantly, Yap's treatment of the gradu-

Lisette W. M. Lambregts/, he Tech

Pianist Jee-Hoon Yap '90 in recital in Killian Hall.

MIT Bach

al crescendo and decrescendo -was subtle
and magical. A grand performance, both
timely and fun.
Following the short intermission, Yap
played Brahms' Variations on a Theme by
Paganini. A fantastic work which combines the Sturm und- Drang of Brahms'
youth with the tender bliss he came to
know, this work, more than most, taxes a
pianist's expressive range, technique, and
concentration. While Yap was more than
up to the first two challenges, her concentration faltered at a couple of critical junctures; at these times, her musical momentum was all but eradicated. Fortunately,
though, these moments were rare, and the
overwhelming impression from this
'Paganiniwas one of power and youthful
vitality.
The seeds of three tremendously important interpretations were evident in this afternoon of music; another year's study and
development under new Mulusic Section acquisition David Deveau cannot help but
produce a-polished, confident pianist of
professional proportions. I await Yap's senior recital with great anticipation - an
exploration of music outside the high
German repertoire may even better demonstrate her budding but considerable
interpretive powers.

Society delivers dramatic St. John Passion
Oliver chose Bach's St. John Passion, a
massive and ambitious piece, to be sure.
Oliver and the chorus must be congratulated on a remarkable achievemient.
What else can one say about the piece of
music itself? St. John Passion is one of the
great masterpieces by Johann Sebastian
Bach. Powerful choruses, exquisite-asalways instrumental counterpoint, and tortured drama - everything is here, and all
were brought out in the performance.

Evangelist. Kenneth Goodson '89 was the
only non-professional soloist, but held his
own as Pilate. The orchestra accompaniment was also very good, especially the
cellos and basses, whose backing of the
soloists served well to intensify the drama.
Overall, the performance was inspired.
From the opening cry of "Herr!" by the
chorus to the dramatic recitativos of
Osgood, the performance lived up to the
title Passion. Bravo to John Oliver and the

SUNDAY NIGHT MARKED THE DEBUT

The chorus sang confidently and was al-

of MIT's new all-student chorus,
the MIT Bach Society. For their
first performance, direjctor John

ways in tune. Also featured were a group
of superb professional soloists, foremost
of whom was Rockland Osgood as the

student chorus will continue in the future
to perform more works of such grand
scope.

THE, MIT BACH SOCIETY
Directed by John Oliver.
Work by Bach.
Kenneth Goodson '89, Tom Jones,
Rockland Osgood, Jayne West,
Mary Westbrook-Geha, Mark Evans,
and Richard Morrison as soloists.
Kresge Auditorium, Sunday, April 23.
By DAVID STERN
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MIT Bach Society. Hopefully, the all-
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Translations into your native language
are needed for industrial literature. You
will be well paid to prepare these
translations on an occasional basis.
Assignments are made accordiing to
your area of technical knowledge.
We are currently seeking translators for
Danish 0o Bch
G
• Aabic * eA
0 Greek
German
e
Freneh
• Fargsl 0
e ItaiBan 0 Japanese'* Korean
Nbrwelgan 0 PoUsh a- Portuguese
• Romanian 0 Spanish- Swedish
and others.
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Into-English translations fromf German
and French. Many other languages also
available.
Foreign language typistsalso needed.
can,be done In your
honme!
Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New
England's largest translation agency
located a'blsok north of the Centrat Sq.
subway station.
An thiss weod

Unlgullstic SY~teCsms

116 Bishop Allen DMrive

022139
£ambridge. MA
..

For applicatlon anrd test
translation call Ms.
Inc. DePhillips

8064-3900
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Jean Shepherd is best
known for his long running
radio show and television
series as well as being the
author and narrator of the
popular movie "A Christmas Story". LSC is proud
to present Jean Shepherd to
MIT in a performance that
has sold out Carnegie Hall
four times. Don't miss him!

Tomorrow Night!
Kresge Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
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Legacy of American Comemunasts
examnined in Children of the Left

.
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(Continuedfrom page 8)
The film also touches on several issues
that would be highly fascinating if explored further. The film points out, for example, the many of the red diaper babies
joined the New Left movement of the
1960s "determined not to repeat the mistakes" of their parents. David Horowitz,
who grew up in New York City, was an
editor of Ramparts magazine in the 1960s.
Today, he is a member of the Republican
Party and works as "a neo-conservative
political activist." On the other side of the
spectrum is Country Joe McDonald, a
singer who is just as leftist today as he was
in the 1960s.
This raises a fascinating question of
how people maintain or totally reverse

tion

Director Eric Stange in productican

of Children of the Left.

their political ideology and how that ideology is affected by childhood memories.
The film unfortunately does not have
enough time to speak to these and many
other interesting questions.
All of these limitations arise because the
documentary was made for television. Undeniably hampered by his chosen medium,
Stange has nonetheless managed to make a
touchy issue the subject of a tightly edited,
informative, and accessible documentary
film. Children of the Left is a worthy beginning for any inquiry into the adult lives
of red diaper babies.
(Editor's note: Children of the Left will
also be shown at the Museum of Fine Arts
as part of The New England Film and
Video Festival on May 18 at 7:30 pm.)

....................................................................................................

Eric Stange, director of Children of the Left,
discusses the issues of masking a documentary
(Continuedfrom page 8)
think this approach might limit the type of
topics you can tackle?
A. I think you could do something about
abortion in the same way. I would be interested in doing a long interview with.
anti-abortionpeople to show where these
strong feelings come from. I'm not really
interested in issues that don't have an
emotional component. It's how emotions
connect with those issues that interestsme.
.-.

Q. What limitations do you find in making documentaries for television?
A. You have to make thing! that will ft
their [PBS'] parameters. I wish I could
have made it [Children. of the Left] an
hour and 40 minutes. If- would be a more
thoughtful and enlightening documentary.
But where would I show it? I think most
stories can be told in an hour. I don't feel
horribly crippled. This film is a television
documentary, a genre to itself.

The Tech Performing Arts Series presents..
PRO ARTE CHAMVIBER ORCHESTRA
A limited number of seats have been made available for the Pro Arte Chamber
Orchestra's world premiere of David Hoffman's "Out of the Brle. " Acclaimed violinist
Arturo Delmoni will conduct the orchestra in a program which also includes works by
Bach and Schubert. Soprano Nancy Armstrong will be featured in Bach's
"Wedding" Cantata.
Sanders Theater, Cambridge, April 26 at 8 pm. ALIT price $6.

:

.Tickets for Pro Arte are on sale at the Technology Community Association,
W2S450 ina the Student Center. TCA offldes are open only limited hours. Office
hours are posted on the door; alternatively, call x3-4885 before walking over.
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RSALE $2099
Reg. $3.5

Kodacolor Gold 100 24
Exposure Film.
Get rich, sharp color from Kodacolor
GA 135-24 Gold tIO. This 100 speed
35mm
print film is ideal for close ups, stationary I
subjects, brightly lit scenes and electronic flash. It has an extremely fine
grain which makes it ideal for high
degree of enlargements. #270102.
Sale ends April 29th.
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Let us teach you how wonderful an authenttic,
wood burning brick oven pizza can taste.
Write your name and phone number on the
back of this ad and bring it to Bertucci's.
We'll give you $5.00 off ay Large
Specialty Pizza.
(Limit on, ad per pizza. * Expires 5/31/89)
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Processing Services. Now at extra
ispecial savings, through April 29th.
Reg. SALE
Save $1 on 12 Exp. $5.66 $4.66
4
1
$2 on 24 Eap. $9.37 $7.37
Save
11
$3 on 36 Exp. $13.09 $10.-09
Save
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Aardvark

MARK HARVEY AND THE
AARDVARK JAZZ ORCHESTRA
Works by Mark Harvey.
Kresge Auditorium, Friday, April 21.
By DAVID STERN
OU KNOW YOU'RE IN FOR AN inter-

esting evening when the program
notes state, "Gleichorn [the first
Ypiece]
is a kind of fantasy (perhaps nightmare to some) on an imagined
collaboration by Philip Glass, Steve Reich,
and Ornette Coleman." The program did
not disappoint in living up to expectations
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Orchestra amuses, enthralls

fi~zz

Of imaginative and enjoyable music.
The second piece was Kldnge (German
for '"sound"), based on the Dadaist poem
of the -same name by painter Wassily
Kandinsky, and it featured the talented soprano Donna Hewitt-Didham. The ethereal music effectively conveyed the mood
and feeling of the poem.
The highlight of the program was perhaps Scamarama, a tone parallel to the
events of the Iran-contra affair. It was the
first piece with the entire 18-piece orchestra playing. In addition to some rocking
tutti, the piece featured some amazing soloists; especially the awe-inspiring Harry

Wellott, whose extended drum solo was
one of the few enjoyable drum 'solos I
have heard in my life. Political overtones
became slightly more apparent for the last
movement, Scam Dance. Over a quirky
ostinato, Hewitt-Didham returned to the
stage reading the Constitution; the-other
musicians engaged into instrumental dogfights with one other, while Mark Harvey
went around shredding scores left on the
players' stands.
After the intermission came Passages, a
work with a variety of moods and sections, some of which seemed to work better than others but kept interest overall.

The program closed with an entertaining
Aardvark "standard," Zippy Manifesto,
based on the comic strip character.,
All of Aardvark's music is written by
music director Mark Harvey (who is also
an MIT lecturer in music). Styles of his
compositions range from atonal Ellington
to Webern to "Gleichorn," as in the case
of the first piece. All, however, are quite
original, although some may be "difficult"
to listen to. Overall, the concert was quite
entertaining, intriguing, as well as satisfying. The MIT community is fortunate to
have such talents as Aardvark playing
here.

R.E.M. retains its musical idiosyncrasiesdespite commevcialpressure
R.E.M.
Boston Gardenz, Sunday, April 16.
By ALFRED AIRMENDARIZ
and DANNY LUEVANO
ITH THE MULTI-PLATINUM

success of their latest album
Green and a sold-out Ameritour, the members of
R.E.M. are finally the rock megastars that
critics have been predicting they would-become for the past six years. Their last two

wcan

albums have gone platinum, their latest hit

"Stand" has found its way onto the singles
chart, and this tour is selling out in the
largest venues in the country short of football stadiums. Al1 this new success has
brought them a slew of new fans, many of
whom -were in the fourth grade when
"Radio Free Europe" hit the airwaves. Yet
the group has done this without selling out
to the commercial pressures of being
"popular." Last Sunday's show at the Garden showed that R.E.M. is more than able
to handle stardom and keep the musical
integrity that has given them their large,
loyal following.
R.E.M. has had a lot to prove to a lot
of people this time around. First came the
new record contract with giant Warner
Brothers Records. After-the release of
Green, the band announced that its Amer-

-

ican tour would have to wait more than
T-

four months as it toured Europe, Japan,
and Australia. Many were quick to label
the band sellouts and predicted their years
of making music for music's sake, not for
acceptance, were coming to an end. But as
anyone in the Garden that Sunday would
tell you, R.E.M. is as great and original a
band as they have ever been; They played
26 of their own songs and five great covers
of other groups' songs in a 21/2 hour show
that was definitely the best Boston has
seen in a long time.
The band had specially choreographed
visual footage shown on a giant screen
which served as the back wall for the
stage. Scenes from amusement parks,
aquariums, and their extended music video
"Left of Reckoning" were among the images shown. In what came across as a
spoof of the rapport many rock groups
have with their audiences, a series of short
phrases which the audience read aloud
were flashed onto the large screen. "Hello
(your city here)" read the first message "It's great to be back in (your city here)"
read another. They then set down the
ground rules for-the show with phrases
which included "Do not crowd up and
rush the stage, as Peter [the guitarist] does
not like this."
However, the messages took a serious
tone as the group gave the audience a little
political
philosophy
to think abqSut* - ' Do
_
_
.L
_
_

chael Stipe.
not underestimate the power of individual
action" was among a series of messages
the band used to show its belief that young
people must realize the importance of political awareness. Having booths 'in the
lobby from both Greenpeace and The Natural Conservancy was the group's way of
awakening RReagan-era teens to the importance of things like the Green political
movement. During "Orange Crush," a
song about the use of the Agent Orange,
Michael Stipe mockingly executed a series

of exaggerated salutes towards the audience to show his contempt fOr US militarism. The group's polemicism seemed especially significant considering the
relatively young ages of some in the audience. Yet R.E.M. never lost sight of the
fact that this was a rock concert and made
sure that its political messages never
blurred the music.
The show opened with a great version of
"Pop Song '89," the first track on Green
(Please turn to page 12j
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See you In the Morning
-,

Absurdities of romance and relationshipssink
sr

SEE YOU IN THE MORNING
Written and directed by Alan J. Pakula.
Starring Jeff Bridges, Alice Krige,
FarrahFawcett, and Lukas Haas.
At the Copley Place Theater.
By MANAVENDRA K. THAKUR
THE BIG HOOPLA ABOUT Alan J.
Pakula's new film, See . Yu in
the Morning, is that Hollywood
is supposed to have finally realized that a lot of married couples these
days break up and that many children
grow up in divorced families. As usual,
Hollywood's version of reality is behind
the times by a pathetic 15 or 20 years. Because the script is hollow and timid, the
film ends up hokey and silly, at times becoming patently absurd. It is plain that
Pakula was far more in command of his
filmmaking abilities when he adapted
Sophie's Choice to the screen in 1982.
This is isn't to say that the film is totally
worthless. It does have some believably
human characters, decent acting, and an
ambitious flashback structure. The film is
a romantic comedy about the efforts of
two white upper-middle-class families, the
Livingstons and the Goodwins, to get on
with their lives after divorce and remarriage. Soon after the families break up,
Mr. Livingston (Jeff Bridges) meets Beth
Goodwin (Alice Krige) at a party organized by a mutual friend named Sydney
(Linda Lavin). Larry and Beth discover
they both suffer from migraine headaches
and decide to get married, and the rest of
the film tells their story as they explore
their new relationships with each other
and their children.
Larry's job as a psychiatrist doesn't help
him with his inability to adjust to his new
role as stepfather to Beth's children. In the
grand scheme of things, this isn't terribly
significant, but Larry's persona is believable and basically understandable. Meanwhile, Beth faces her own personal feelings of inadequacy and penchant for selfdeprecation. Her psychological state of
affairs requires slightly more suspension

of belief but it, too, is acceptable.
Hordes of problems arise, however,
when Larry and Beth have to face the conflicts that their respective handicaps create
between them. What happens is that Larry
goes to visit his ex-wife Jo (Farrah
Fawcett) and her dying mother (Frances
Sternhagen), who was particularly close to
Larry. Jo works as a model, and she is
particularly seductive now. As might be expected, Larry comes close to having an affair with Jo. Understandably, Beth gets
upset at Larry when he tells her about it.
The film, which really hasn't accomplished
much in this whole sequence, now begins
to fall apart at the seams.
Beth decides that their marriage was a
mistake, and the couple agrees to separate.
Incredibly, sudden twin migraine headaches affect them, renewing their relationship. The kids miraculously accept Larry
as their stepfather, and the family soon
moves out-of their house to begin a new
life.
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This has to rank as one of most absurd
reconciliations in recent Hollywood romances. Pakula could have shown how
Larry's indiscretion might have magnified
Beth's lack of confidence and sense of inadequacy. Or Pakula might have further
explored Jo's character (whose total
screentime is less than ten minutes) and
her reasons for leaving Larry in the first
place. Even better, he could have focused
inward on Beth and Larry as they try to
save their marriage; Instead of doing any
of these, however, Pakula jumps for the
requisite happy ending and winds up with
an appallingly stupid cop-out.
-The rest of the film can't save the ending since it merely ranges from average to
good. Jeff Bridges' acting is at his best
when he delivers bold and brashy lines as
he did in Francis Coppola's Tucker. Alice
Krige's performance is consistently good,
but her native British accent keeps threatening to take over. Lukas Haas has grown
considerably since he. played the young

Amish boy in Peter Weir's Witness, and he
does manage to portray Beth's troubled
son Petey effectively. The film's technical
construction is solid and professional, but
like the acting, is not terribly inspired. A
decade ago,-Kramer vs. Kramer was much
more successful at bolstering its problematic ending with top-notch performances
and a simple but effective cinematic style.
The most that See You in the Morning
offers today is-an opportunity for audiences to sigh "Awwwwwwww! " when
young Petey says "I love you" to his new
stepdad. It also allows audiences to squeal
in delight when Bridges, dressed like Eros
in a loincloth, proposes to Beth. Otherwise, the film doesn't accomplish much

since it has only a tenuous grasp on reality,
and it throws even that away. Pakula
spends a lot of effort to look. as though
he's getting somewhere. In reality, however, the film is just plodding along - a
decade and half too late.

R.E.lM. j na ly tnastersthe-art of stagepresence
(Continuedfrom page 1)
and one that is bound to make its way on
to any fan's "best-of" list. Stipe wielded a
pair of drum sticks with which he beat a
pair of bongos during "Welcome to the
Occupation," a song off of Document
about US intervention in Central America.
Six others songs from Document were performed, including "Exhuming McCarthy,"
"Disturbance at the Heron House," and
"Finest Worksong." They projected scenes
of the top of what looked like a roller
coaster at a carnival for the up-tempo "It's
the End of the World As We Know It (and
I Feel Fine)."
Strangely, the band didn't play songs
which have become almost synonymous
with the term R.E.M.: "Fall On Me,"
"Driver 8," "Can't Get There From
Here," "TFhe One I Love," or "Southern
Central Rain." The band did supplement
its repertoire with some great cover versions. Television's son- "'I See Evil" saw
resurrection at the show, as did Mission of

Everything," a song which may be their
next single and could easily crack the Top
lO. Rockers "Begin the Begin" and "Life
and How to Live It" were highlights from
the first part of the show and showed off
the band's ability to fire up an audience.
ing rendition of Pylon1's "Crazy," an outtake from the Fables of the Reconstruction They closed the show with what Michael
Stipe told the crowd was their 35th perforsessions.
mance of the gentle "Perfect Circle," a
The band performed "Get Up' and
"Turn You Inside Outn from Green and track off their debut album Murmur.
Nearing the end of this North American
used their latest single "Stand" as the
opener to their first encore. Former mem- tour, R.E.M. has many reasons to be
ber of the dBs Peter Holsapple played key- proud. They have found a large audience
'without changing their style to become
board and guitar during the show, and his
tight playing helped the band deliver its overtly commercial. Michael Stipe has
sound to such a large crowd. The band mastered the art of stage presence and the
played four songs from 1986's Life's Rich band can now connect live to an audience
Pageant, including '"Cuyahoga," a song of any size. Those osf us lucky enough to
about the pollution of the Cuyahoga River be in the front row felt something truly inwhich fit in well with the political feel of tense -an incredible band trying to connect with 16,000 people.- R.E.M. didn't
the show. Drummer Bill Berry picked up a
an
have to change anything intrinsic to
played
Mills
bass guitar, bassist Mike
played
achieve their success; they just had to start
Buck
accordion, and guitarist Peter
The
Are
doing everything on a much larger scale.
"You
an unusual-steel guitar for
--Burma's "Academy Fight Song."
Stipe encored with an a cappella version
of a Hugo Largo ballad sung standing on
a chair at the edge of the stage. The other
band members joined him for an electrify-
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Social Psychologist
Visiting Scholar, MIT Center
for InternationalStudies
Recently returnedfrom
his second field trip of 1989
to Israel cad West Bank
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Red Eye Press, 3554 pp., $19.95.
By ADAM BRAFF
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read his previous work, Marijuana
Grower's Gulide-Delu~ce Edition.
At several points in the book, the author pulls out a soap box and gives his
opinion of marijuana legislation and the
laws which make marijuana growing, even
for personal consumption, illegal everywhere in the country but in Alaska.
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Guide
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Han*

selves highly useful, were puzzling in light
of his previous statement that the Guide
was intended for use only after marijuana's deciminialization. His vast experience
in cultivation is evident as he gives consideration to such details as concealing the
odor of growing plants, muffling the noise
caused by light-rotation devices, and convincing the power company that one is using 3,300 watts of power for more wholesome endeavors.
Another sizeable chunk of the book is
devoted to potting, soil, and hydroponic

a..Ax

Marijuana

Grower's Insider's Guide, Mel Frank
-addresses the amateur farmer and
hazards a guess as to the reader's
first feeble attempts at cultivating cannabis sativa. "Very likely you buried some
seeds in a flower pot... land] watered
them faithfully every day," he writes, "and
harvested four disappointing joints. It
need not have been this way."
Frank then launches into a treatise on,
among other things, how to grow plants
that are anything but the pitiful saplings
produced by the novice marijuana grower.
It is possible, he writes, for even the most
inexperienced gardener to produce a potent crop provided he culls the necessary
"foresight and insight" from the Guide.
His black-and-white photographs of tenfoot high plants provide ample testimony
to his techniques.
Most of the extremely large plants, however, are the result of outdoor cultivation,
a subject which Frank does not address in
great detail in his book. The "Insider's
Guide" which he promises in the title is
just that: a guide aimed primarily at the
indoor grower, leading one to wonder
whether the sheer quantity of marijuana
smoked by Frank has caused the words
"~indoors" and "insider" to become hopelessly jumbled somewhere in his left hemisphere. Indoor cultivation requires, in
most cases, the purchase of lighting systemas of varying complexity and expense,
so readers who wish to opt for sunlightpowered gardens are advised by Frank to
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Mar-lyana cultivation expained in Mel
e
MARIJUANA GROWER'S H
INSIDER'S GUIDE
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systems. The section on hydroponics con-

literature accompanying the review copy
of his book included, in addition to reviews of his previous oeuvre in such 'reputable" publications as High Times Magazine, an article in Scientific American and
a letter to the Oakland Tribune refuting
allegations that marijuana is a harmful
drug. Frank makes no apologies for writing a book about how to grow an illegal
plant, rationalizing his efforts by saying
that the book's purpose "is not to encourage you to grow illegally, [but how cultivation] may be done when growing is legalized." This attitude, like that of radar
detector manufacturers who insist that
their product does not encourage lawbreaking, is circumspect but nonetheless
amusing.
Politics aside, Frank's book does an outstanding job of describing thee history, bi- .

.pft

tains a great deal of technical discussion
on the chemical components of nutrient
solutions, which brings up the near-schizophrenic writing style Frank employs in his
book; his writing is scientific and precise,
then slangy, then technical again, and so
on. For readers with the sufficient biological and chemical backgrounds, this poses
little problem and makes the reading even
enjoyable.
A comparison of the various strains and
species of marijuana follows , with Frank
comparing the strengths of active ingredient tetrahydrocannabinol (THCQ in each
variety. His troubleshooting section deals
with the difficult task of proper watering
and is quite thorough. The remainder of
the book takes the farmer stepby-step
through flowering, breeding of plants,
harvesting, and preparation of the marijuana, stopping just short of giving charts
and diagrams on how to roll a joint. Finally, Frank opines patriotically for one page
on the virtues of growing American, concluding with the exhortation, "Let's save
and build a stock of prized seeds for
future generations."
On the whole, the book is very well
written and diagrammed and would serve
as an excellent starting point for anyone
from the beginning grower to a seasoned
outdoors professional looking into moving
his crop indoors. Frank -writes about his
subject with obvious care and respect, and
this compassion makes for a precise and
very readable text that is a must for any
present or future marijuana grower.

ology, and cultivation of marijuana. Frank
gives a very thorough treatment of indoor
lighting systems, offering 65 pages filled
with diagrams, charts, and photographs
concerning this subject alone. When he
strays from very technical matters, however, his writing tends to wander, at times
bordering on dream-like tributes to the inherent beauty of growing marijuana. He
writes, "Any experienced grower will probably. say, 'There's no place I'd rather
be. .. than sitting among my plants giving
them a little TLC' (Tender, Loving,
Care)," leading the reader to believe that-Frank was busy enjoying the fruits of his
labor while writing-the Guide.
Frankc's book is more practical than poetic, handling sensitive issues such as security with straightforward solutions. His
discussions of security, although in them-
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Poetry at the Media Lab Presents...
Series II

RUTEC
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3 years for the price of 1!
Educational institutiorns
can now triple the
warranty on specified
products purchased after
January 1, 1989.
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Ms. Whitman is the author of several books of poetry, has
gven readings in the U.S,; England, Isrel and Egypt and
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has been -honored with numerous awards for literary

achievement. Ms. Whitman will be reading a combination of
her own poetry and the poetry of others who -have
influenced her work. This is the third in a seres offive free
Thurdy night hour-long readings. -
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If youlve ever wondered what a
Catholic Mass is all about,
comejoin us -

in celebrating an
Explanatory Mass
noon, April 30, at the MIT Chapel.
Receptionjollowing.
For more info. call 3-2981.
. Julian Iragorri/The Tech

A moonlit night over the Charles River.
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viruses affecting M IT
computer laboratories
(continued from page 1)
intosh, and thus do not prevent
machines from getting infected
by such programs.
A new program called "Disinfectant" detects and removes viruses from machines. A good
preventive measure is to run this
program periodically in every
computer in a lab, according to
Bennett. The MicroComputer
Center, for example, disinfects its
machines every day, 'but labs
that are less exposed could do it
every month," he said. Both vaccines and Disinfectant are available free of cost at the Microcomputer Center at MIT, Bennett
added.
Two other common computer
plagues are worms and Trojan
horses. Worms do not need pro-
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grams to propagate for they are
programs in themselves. They
propagate through networks, as
was the case last November when
a worm - mistakenly labeled a
virus in the national press propagated through Arpanet and
caused severe damage at MIT
and in labs throughout the
United States.
Trojan horses appear to be real
programs, but they actually are
destructive agents. When they are
run they can delete all of one's
files.
Neither worms nor Trojan
horses have been found in Macintosh computers at MIT so far,
according to Bennett. "ln fact,"'
he said, "worms that propagate
through AppleTalk [the communications network for Macintosh
computersl do hot exist - yet."
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Kai-yee Ho- '89 returns the ball with a backhand. Ho
won the match against his Connecticut College rival.
The MIT team lost 5-4, making their record 7-5 this
season.
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made by governmental and bu'siness leaders, she continued.
"'These political decisions are
slamming doors on our opportunities," she said.
Innovative programs like Interphase are the key to reversing
these trends, Malveaux said. The
necessity of bringing minorities
into the workforce must lead to
other innovations, she continued.
Gayle Pemberton, a professor
of English at Bowdoin College
and author of a book on teaching
minority students', discussed the
"image-driven assumptions" that
affect classroom dynamics. She
argued that professors often
make one or more of the follow-

(continuedfrom page 1)
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terphase community. 'These people became part of my life," he
said.
On the other hand, some felt
that the closeness came at a
price. Beverly Herbert '75 said
the Interphase academics were
"rougher-than any regular MIT
class" and that the session felt
"like boot camp - we were
thrust into this position and just
had to survive."
Two guest speakers provided
context for the event, extending
the scope of their remarks to the
racial climate of the nation and
the classroom. First was Julianne
Marie Malveaux, PhD '80, an
economics graduate and a visiting scholar at Berkeley. Malveaux
spoke on the economic difficulties faced by minorities after the
civil rights reversals of the
Reagan years.
The current bout of economic
prosperity is only ail illusion,
Malveaux suggested, pointing out
that a time when one-third of
blacks and 28 percent of Hispanics live in poverty can scarcely be
called "prosperous."
These-conditions are the result
of "deliberate" policy decisions

SENm

ing common assumptions regarding minority students in their
classrooms:
o that a student lacking opportunity or skill lacks ability;
i that ethnic students are authorities-on ethnic matters, even
if they are attending class in order to learn this subject matter
themselves;
* and the corollary, that ethnic students have nothing to contribute on topics other than race
and ethnicity.
Only continuous dialogue
among faculty members and students can expose these assumptions and correct them, Pemberton said.

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
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Have you wvritten to
Jay Keyser yet? The
Anthony Canchola-Flores, current director of Project Interphase, honors Alan Davison with an award for coordinating
faculty for the program.
Associate Provost
Professor tries to explain cold fusion wants to hear from
you! Let him knvow
t ink
what
you
about being at MITE
Send your letters to
Professor Keyser
Kyle G. PeltonenlThe Tech
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,(continuedfrom page 1)
on the number of deuterons
present" in the lattice.
The purpose of the first paper,
as stated in its introduction, was
'to provide a very simple model
for exploring nuclear reactions at
low temperature in the presence
of a lattice." The paper elaborates on the DD fusion equation,
which yields "much higher transition rates at low temperatures."
Rut the calculte-d reaction rautes,
although containing a "very different dependence on temperature and density than that of con-_
ventional rates,' do not account
for the effects reported by Utah
---s-·---

s

--- ·· -

researchers.
The second paper attempts "to
build up a theory" to explain the
reported cold fusion experiments
in terms of a reaction-driving
non-thermal distribution of excited many-particle states. This paper also contains Hagelstein's
speculation on how cold fusion is
initiated. "Natural background
radiation and cosmic ray -background appear to be. . . promisin, as- s urce of itnitiation" because they involve "charged
components with masses matched

approximately . to the deuteron
-mass, he writes.
Hagelstein addresses the obser---
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solutions to Cryptid CrossWord #4

vance of substantially reduced
levels of both neutrons and tritium in the fusion reaction in his
third paper. An understanding of
this effect is important in order
"to minimize radioactive waste in
fusion reactors," Hagelstein explains. He concludes that if his
model is correct, then "relatively
clean energy generation is possible at low fusion rates."
The final paper brings all the
pieces together to describe "the
overall mechanism for coherent
fusion." H~agelstein contends that
cosmic rays can start the process.
Electrical current, like the battery
that fueled the Utah experiment,
"plays a similar role in enabling
the fusion," Hagelstein speculates. A "very large nlumber of
fusions" can then follow this initial fusion event, according to
Hagelstein.
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1. AFRAID OF THE DARK Anagram:
I + FORKED + A + HARD + FAT
9. GALLANT
Construction/Insertion: GAL(L)ANT
10. SHERMAN
Regional homophone: "Sure, man!"
11. TOGA
Reversal/construction: TOG + A
12. LIVING ROOM
Double meaning
Construction: NOT - ABLE
13. NOTABLE
15. GOES OUT
Double meaning
17. GASEOUS
Anagram: USAGE + SO
19. FANATIC
Containment: 6. . of a Natick ... "
PARENT
20. TRUE
Anagram: TRUANT + PEER
22. TUBA
Double subtraction:
TROUBADOUR - DOUR - OR
25. AIRLINE
Beheadment: HAIRLINE - H
ai.ERUPTED
Containment: ". . .cheer up Teddy."
27. LIGHT ON ONE'S FEET Anagram:
THOSE + NINE + LEFT + GO

6eniors Class of 1989
Final Chance To Order 'our Ring
c
Seniors

l

1

DOWN
1. ANGST
2. RELEGATES
3. IVAN
4. OUTSIDE
5. TASTING
6. EERGREEN
7. AIM TO
X. KINEMATIC
13. NIGHTFALL
14. BOOTPRINT
16. OUTHUSTLE
18.
19.
21.
23.
24.

SURGEON
FENCE IN
UNRIG
AUDIT
CUPS

Subtraction: ANGSTROM - ROM
Construction: RE + LE + GATES
Construction: I + VAN
Containment: "Shouts ideas.. ."
Anagram/containment: TA(STI)NG
Anaagram/lcontainlment:
(EVERG(RE)EN)
Containment: A(IM)TO
Anagram: MIKE + CANT + I
Anagram/construction:
C(HING) + FALL
Construction: BOOT + PRINT
Construction/anagram:
OUT + (SLEUTH)Embedding: S(URGE)ON'
Double nieaning/hormophone ("inn')
Containment: "!. .sun rigors"
Construction: AUDI + T
Construction: C + UPS
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"HOW / MADE
I
/8,000
FOR COLLEGkE
IBY WORKING WIgKNDS: '

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, rm earning $18,000 for college.
Beause I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, since-I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

L

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
:.thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my montily Army
Guard paychecks. They'll addup to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000-or more
for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN IELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
F1OR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
80)0-638-7600* OR AIL THIS
COUPON.

E

0

D

E

E
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*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jerseey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska consult your local
p h directory.
one

g

CM1985 United States, Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.All rights reserved.
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MAILTO:ArmyNationaGuard,
PO. TO:
Box66800,,Clifton,
7015 '1
MAIL
Army National Guard, P.0. Box
Cliftosl, NJ
NsJ 07015
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Travel plans send frisbee team
packing despite early wins

By Ali Azar
The frisbee club traveled to
New York this weekend to cornpete in the Purchase Cup Tournament at the State University of
New York at Purchase. Although
MIIT planned to attend only the
first day of the tourney, they
went undefeated in pool play on
Saturday and qualified for the
playoff rounds slated for Sunday.
Unfortunately for the team, their
travel plans were set, and they
were unable to compete in the
playoffs.
MIT stumbled past SUNYAlbany, 10-9, in its first match.
The 40 ° temperature and gusting
wind set the stage for sloppy offensive and loose defensive play
from both teams. Each team
scored only one goal in the upwind direction. The choice by
captain Mark Griffith G to start
the game defending the upwind
goal proved to be a crucial decision, providing the one point differential in MIT's favor.
MIT changed uniforms from
white to black to challenge the
other opponent in its three-team
pool, Keene State. MIT easily
marched to a 8-1 halftime lead
and a 14-2 second-half lead before spending nearly 20 minutes
scoring the final point. Over 10
turnovers were committed by

both teams during that span. The
15-2 victory earned MIT a 2-0
record in pool play and first
place in the pool.
In a game to determine seeding
for the tournament playoff, MIT
chalked up its third victory of the
day, defeating Dartmouth, 15-11.
In another wind dominated
match, Dartmouth selected to
start downwind, but MIT quickly
stole the advantage by scoring
the first goal upwind. They
closed the half, leading 8-5, with
their second upwind goal.
A third upwind goal by MIT in
the second-half widened the gap
to 13-7, but Dartmouth marched
one into the wind themselves to
close the gap. They could not
complete the comeback, however,
and MIT closed the door at
15-11.
MIT's undefeated effort earned
it a high seed in the playoff, but
the team could not stay for Sunday's elimination rounds. Next
weekend the team will play with
area teams at one of two local
tournaments. They will begin
their quest for the national-championship the following weekend
in the Ultimate Players' Association sectional tournament at
Keene State.
(Ali Azar G is amemberof the
frisbee club.)
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Includes:
-internal 30MB Hard Drive
· 1MB RAMN
· High Resolution Color Monitor
-IBM PC DOS 4.01
-Mouse
-Microsoft VWindows
· Microsoft Excei
-Microsoft Word

For a limited time the MIT Microcomputer Center is offering
-specially priced bundles on select IBM personal computer systems. Choose
--. from six different packages including the Model 30, 30 286, 50Z and Model
70.. Each system features a special listOfSoftware with total savings from
-- 200a-'-i
aip.
m -t
r o-mh
eoi
-f your in the market -for-a computer, this may be your best

- opportunity to save money on. all the equipment at once.
Thesale begins April 10 and rfins until May 12, 1989. Stop by the
Microcomputer Center and talk to a consultant, or call us at x3-7686 for
more details. Your satisfaction i s our goal.
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Jim Johnston G catches the disc in midc-air.
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A Short Walk From MIT and Kendall Square

of cancer...
You probably have
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1. Change m bowel or
bladder habits

2, Asore that does not
heal.
3. Unusual bleeding or
discharge ,
ieThickening or lump
in'breast or elsewhere
. Indiestion or difficulty in swallowing
6.eObvious change m
wart or mole.

{

7.

Nagging co"gh or
hoarseness.

8o A fear of cancer that

1BR Loft w/roof deck, 3 Divels, $135,00Q0

SPRING CONDOMINIUM

can prevent you from
detecting cancer at an
early stage. A stage
when it is higly curable. Everyone's afraid
of cancer, bu~ don't let
it'scare you to death.

The Dramatic Renovation Of A Brick Mill Building
2BR, 2Bath w/Loft Study & Dining Room

American Cancer Socit

Amenities include Free Parking, Gas
Heat, Central Air Conditioning, Gas
Stove, Microwave, Security System,
Clothes Washer & Drver

IFAR

GRO U. P
547-6700
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-Mark RigogliosofThe Tech

Diana Velez '92 charges downfield against her BU defender in the women's lacrosse game last Thursday.

Softball to meet Brandeis
in conference tournament
ports Update
Lose coin toss to
open on the road
The MIT softball team defeated the group from Smith College
yesterday 7-6, to close the New
England Women's Eight regular
season. The Engineers came from
behind to score the winning runs
in the bottom of the fifth. Smith
threatened to tie the game in the
top of the seventh, but an unassisted double play by shortstop
Diane DiMassa '88 ended the
game.
In a non-league doubleheader
held Saturday against Nichols
College, the Engineers lost twice.
MIT dropped the first game 8-6,
and lost the second 6-1, after
trailing by only one point for
most of the game.
The team will begin NEW8
tournament play on Thursday.
Three teams ended up tied for
third place in the conference, and
a coin toss was held to break the
deadlock. The Engineers lost the
toss, ended up fifth, and will
play fourth-seeded Brandeis University at Waltham. The semifinals and finals of the tournament
will be played Saturday on Briggs
Field, regardless 'of whether the
Engineers advance.
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Wednesday, April 26

Brandeis University in the rankings, and will have an opportunity to show the voters they deserve
the number one position when
they face the Judges in the continuation of a rain-postponed
match later this week. MIT's
number one singles player, KaiYee Ho '89, is ranked fourth in
New England, and the doubles
team of Ho and Brian Brown '89
is ranked third.
Jeff Hamilton, the team's
coach, is currently ranked second
in New England in the men's 35-and-over singles group.

Room 54-923
3:00 - 5:00 pm
* Refreshments

* Faculty * Fun *

- Tours - Students

Track star garners
NSF recognitionP
Weight man Scott Deering '89
has recently been cited by the National Science Foundation as one
of three examples of outstanding
recipients of the Foundation's minority fellowship program. Deering is the reigning NCAA Division III champion in the 35pound weight throw. He also
competes in the hammer throw
and shot put.

Awards
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Discipline
Committee
Graduate School Policy
the Library System
Student Affirs

Athletic Board
Committee on Assessment ont Biohazards
Commencement Committee
Community Service Fund Board
Equal Opportunity Committee
Committee on Foreign Scholarships
IAP -Policy Committee
Committee on International Institutional Commitm
nents
Medical Consumers' Advisory Council
Prelaw Advisory Council
Committee on Radiation Protection
Committee on Safety
Committee on Toxic Chemicals
Committee on the'Use of Humans as Experimental
Subjects
Committee on the Visual Arts
Women's Advisory Board
Advisory on Wooien Students! Interests
Advisory Committee on Shareholder Responsibility
Corporation Joint Advisory Committee
Ad Hoc CommitteO' on Family and
'
ork
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There are positions available for gradua.te students to serve on
the following Institute Committees during the 1989-90) year:

---in to basketball team
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Attention

Doug Cornwall '89, captain of
the basketball team, has been
named second alternate for an
NCAA post-graduate scholarship
Tennis currently
for basketball. Cornwall is also
second
in
New captain
of the outdoor track
England
team. Ten winners and four alterThe men's tennis team is nates were selected for the award.
ranked second in New England
Compiled by Harold A. Stern
Division III play thus far this
Michael J. Garrison
and the Sports Information Ofce
season. The Engineers trail only
I
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Mark Griffith ; looks to pass a6diid his -opponent.
..
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See story, page 17.
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sports
unmatched feeling of the boat,
which lost to both crews with a
time of 9:03. Radcliffe, whose
lightweight program is very
strong, won with a time of 8:34,
and Wellesley came in second at
8:50. According to junior varsity
coxswain Paula Han '90, who
saw the race from the official's
launch, "[MIT]
looked a lot
smoother than Wellesley."
The lightweight lineup this
week included Ellen Dotson '91
(coxswain), Laura Beecroft '91
(stroke), Karen Chenausky '89,
Lola Matysiak '91, and Debora
Chen '89 (bow).
The JV eights race was also
frustrating for MIT, which came
in behind Wellesley and Mount
Holyoke with a time of 8:42.
Wellesley won with a time of
8:24, and Mount Holyoke was
second at 8:32. The JV lineup
this weekend was Paula Han '89
(cox), Carol Waldmann '89
(stroke), Anne Khaminwa '89,

week.. If it hadn't been for
Wellesley, we would've done it."
MIT's second novice eight lost
to all three other crews in its
race, with a time of 9:03 to winner Mount Holyoke's 7:53.
Wellesley was second at 8:12, and
Simmons third with 8:57. The
MIT lineup included: Karla Morrow '92 (cox), Cynthia Holcroft
'92 (stroke), Rebecca Redding
'92, Barb Sigmund '92, Rachel
Huggins '92, Gassia Salibian '92,
Jen Hill '92, Nancy Koay '92,
and Elizabeth Yap '92 (bow).
M1T next races Northeastern
and Boston University on the
Charles in the Smith Cup Regatta
on Saturday. The last time MIT
won the Smith Cup was in 1983,
when Elizabeth Bradley '83 who competed in the 1988 Seoul
Olympics - rowed stroke for the
Engineers.

(Karen Chenausky '89 is a
member of the women's crew
team.)
*.
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M. I. T. Community
Summer Softball
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Women's crew takes Brunelle Cup
By Karen Chenausky
The women's varsity crew team
won the Brunelle Cup Saturday
despite a strong headwind over
the CharlesRiver. MIT beat, three
other crews to sweep the regatta,
its second sweep of the season.
Since the wind was so strong,
the officials decided not to use
the stakeboats moored on the
starting line and had a floating
start-instead. Originally, the race
was supposed to be between MIT,
Simmons College, and Mount
Holyoke College. Wellesley College, however, was in town for
two lightweight races, so they entered boats in all the races at the
last minute.
MIT was behind until almost
the 1500-meter mark. Coming
past the boathouse, MIT was behind Mount Holyoke and ahead
of Simmons and Wellesley. MIT
then turned up the power and
simply cruised past Mount
Holyoke in a smooth, fast, and

-The Tech

Organizational Meeting Wed. May 3
Umpire Meeting Wed. May 10

5:30pm
Student Center
Twenty Chimneys
For more information contact:
Marino D. Tavarez, MITCSS Commissioner
MIT Rm. 20B-131, Messages: 738-6577
r
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When:
Where:

Fridays, 4/28, 5/12
The. OME, Room 7-143
(x3-5010)
4-5 prm.

Time:
Anh Thu Vo/The Tech

The MIT women's varsity lightweight four enters the boathouse stretch during the race
against Simmons and Mt. Holyoke.
I

exciting last 500 meters. MIT
won with a time of 7:29, followed by Mount Holyoke at
7:31, Simmons at 7:34, and
Wellesley in last at 7:37.
The varsity lineup for this race
was: Trish Roxas '89 (cox), Laura
Opsasnick '90 (stroke), Becky
Dumas '90, Sue Perrin '91, Belle
Young '89, Lynore Abbott '91,
Gwenn Shelton '91, Wendy
Rowell '90, and Magda Nour '89
(bow).
The second-priority boat last
weekend was the lightweight
four, which raced against Wellesley and Radcliffe. This race went
much less well for MIT. Whereas
the varsity boat has hadbasically
the same rowers in it since the beginning of the season, the lightweights on the women's teams
have been shuffled around between various lineups. This accounted for the rough, slightly
-----

--

Kristine AuYeung '91, Kia Freeman '89, Debbie Bein '91, Kris
Newton '91, Caroline Lee '91,
and Joanna Bacon '89 (bow).
Wellesley's crashing the regularly scheduled open races (open
to people of any weight class)
caused some consternation to the
first novice eight, which beat
Simmons and Mount Holyoke
decisively, but lost to Wellesley.
Wellesley's winning time was
7:39, MIT finished in 7:51,
Mount Holyoke in 8:00 flat, and
Simmons in 8:04.
The MIT lineup -was Lena
Hwang '92 (cox), Becky Zavitoski
'91 (stroke), Zibi Turtle '92,
Lindi Emoungu '92, Holly Simpson '92, Paula Ferguson '90, Kris
Clark '92, Amy Bowen '92, and
Maresi Berry '92 (bow). Ferguson
said that coach Tim Tiffany
worked his novices hard this
week. "He wanted us to win this
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Baseball team wins fourth consecu t i v

e - game
Engineers rally from behind
to overcome Clark and Bates

Ken Church/The Tech

Pitcher Jim Gort '89 wings the ball to first baseman Mike Griffin '89 in an attempt to tag a
Babson runner in yesterday's game. The Engineer's pounded Babson 14-1.

Track ready for real season after
third straight lopsided victory
By David Rothstein
The short regular outdoor
season is over for the men's track
and field team - let the games
begin.
After laughably lopsided wins
over three teams in two meets
earlier this month, the Engineers
traveled to Worcester on Saturday

for the Holy Cross Classic, which
served as the final tuneup for
MIT before it participates in next
week's Greater Boston Championships, to be held at Northeastern University.
With memories of a disappointing performance in the in-

door version of the championships in February, the team will
be looking to vault over the fifth
place that is MIT's best-ever finish at the outdoor GBC.
At the Holy Cross Classic,
which head coach Gordon Kelly
called a "good preparation for
the Greater Boston [Championships]," the Engineers earned
four first-place finishes and five
thirds.
Freshman Kelly Davis extended
his strong early-season performances in the triple jump with a
46-foot jump, good for first
place. MIT, in fact, took three of
the top four places in the triple,
with Kwaku Prakah-Asante '90
placing third at 45'-5½2", and
Bill Singhose '90 placing fourth

onds, and sophomore Mark
Dunzo taking the 400 meters in
50.8.
Makatiani and Dunzo teamed
withiDavid Wright '89 and Douglas Cornwall '89 for a third-place
finish in the 400-meter relay, in
43.6.

reportedly compete in five events
Sunday, the outdoor team is certainly stronger than the alreadystrong team that competed indoors. That should be reflected
in Sunday's performance.

Senior Scott Deering, who

dominated the 35-pound weight
throw during the indoor season,
winning the national Division III
title, was third in the hammer
throw, with a 183'-2" effort,
while Chris Masalsky '91 placed
third in the javelin at 189'-8".
Deering also placed fifth in the
shot put, at 45'-23/4" .

Rounding out Saturday's placeearning performers were Dan
Rubenstein '92, who placed third
in the 200 meters at'23.7, and
Paul McKenzie '90, who took
fourth.in the 400-meter intermediate hurdles at 55.5.
Back in February, MIT placed
fifth at the outdoor GBC, losing
out the fourth spot to Boston
University by half a point. The
Engineers lost Singhose, the
team's leading scorer, to an illju-

ry on the first evening of competition.
The outdoor season is, admittedly, much different than the in-door one, which some teams use
as a tune-up to the spring. But
at 45'-13/4" .
Kelly is confident that his team
Kevin Scannell '92 made MIT will improve on its indoor perperfect in the distance jumping
events with a 22'-5" leap to win formance.
With the addition of sprinter
the long jump.
Makatiani
and hurdler Sean Garr.
The Engineers' other first
rett
G,
the
emergence of a strong
places came in the dash event,
triple-jumping
contingent, and a
with Boniface Makatiani '90 winhealthy
Bill
Singhose,
who will
nine the 100 meters in 11.28 sec-

fourth, when a Scott Williams
'91 double to left put runners on
second and third with two outs.
A strikeout ended this rally.
Clark broke the ice in the top
of the sixth when they scored two
tainted runs. The first run was
scored by a Clark batter aboard
on an error, and the second trotted home on a wild pitch. This
lead would not stand up for long,
as MIT responded in the bottom
half of the inning with two runs
of its own to knot the score.
Mike Griffin '90 pulled a single into right field to start out the
inning for the Engineers. Tim
Day '89 drove home Griffin with
a double down the left field line,
and after Mike Murray '90 singled up the middle, MIT had
runners on the corners with no
outs. This obviously unnerved
the Clark pitcher as he balked,
forcing home Day. With the pressure of preserving the lead off,
the Clark pitcher settled down to
retire the next three batters in order and squelch the uprising.
The Engineers grabbed the
lead in the next inning, courtesy
of the Clark pitcher. Dave Cote
'89 led off the inning by walking.
After a sacrifice, the next two
batters also walked, to load 'the
bases. Day then drove in Cote by,
yes, you guessed it, walking. The
Clark manager at this point decided that- the Engineers were
well enough exercised and
changed pitchers. The new pitcher retired the two batters he faced
and saved some measure of respect for Clark.
Meanwhile, Patterson went
through the Clark lineup without
any trouble in the seventh and
eighth. The minimum six men
came to the plate, with not one
of them ever seeing first base.
Three of them struck out.
As Patterson had thrown 126
pitches, manager Fran O'Brien
brought in Eisner to close out the
game. Eisner responded to the
call by shutting out Clark in the
ninth to preserve the victory for
MIT.
The next day, the Engineers
used their big bats in the eighth
inning to defeat Bates, 5-3.
True-to form, MiT staked their
opponent to an early lead, falling
behind 2-0 after five innings. The
Engineers came back in the sixth
to knot the score, and pounded
three key runs in the eighth.
I out
Gfiffin was the winning pitcher,
going~the,distance, as MIT continued its dominance on its home
field.

By Shawn Mastrian
The varsity baseball team
extended its winning streak to
four games with' victories over
Clark University and Bates College last weekend. The wins improved the Engineers' record to
12-5, 6-1 over their last seven
*
games.
The victory over Clark was primarily a defensive struggle, as
the 3-2 score would indicate.
Fran Patterson '89 pitched the
first eight innings for MIT, allowing only two unearned runs while
striking out eight. Ed Eisner '91
came on to pitch the ninth and
held Clark scoreless to pick up
the save.
The game was scoreless
through the -first five innings,
thanks to clutch pitching by
Patterson and his Clark counterpart. In the second inning, Clark
had; runners on second and third
with nobody out, but Patterson
forced the next batter to groundout. He then struck out the next
two men to end the threat. In the
fifth, Clark loaded the bases with
two outs, but once again, Patterson came through and forced another weak groundout.
The Engineers squandered
some quality scoring opportunities of their own during this time.
They put runners in scoring position in three of these five innings,
yet failed to score each time. The
best opportunity came in the

Michael Franklin/The Tech

Laura McDonald G drives the ball toward the Amherst
goal during the waterpolo tournament this Saturday.
MIT beat Amherst 12-6.
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Crew can't hold on after fast start
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By Anb Thu Vo
The MIT men's lightweight
crew team lost their races to

crews from Cornell and Columbia Universities on the Charles
River last Saturday, April 22.
The lightweights were eager to
improve their record of 4-3, having defeated Connecticut College,
University of Rhode Island, State
University New York at Albany,
and US Coast Guard Academy
while losing to Harvard University, Dartmouth College, and Yale
University.
"Our strategy was to be aggres-

sive, get in front, and row long
and clean to keep our lead,"
Coach Peter Holland said.
Despite its fast start and early
lead, the varsity eight simply
could not hold. its own against
the 'power" moves made by CorI''".... d Columbia during -Uth
second 500 meters. MIT was first

-u
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off the starting line, and they
maintained this lead until the
600-meter mark when Columbia
and Cornell pulled past to take
first and second places, respectively.

Columbia won the race in
6:48.6, followed by Cornell
(6:52.6) and MIT.(6:58.3).
The JV eight also lost to their
opponents from Cornell and
Columbia. MIT was four seats
behind as they left the starting
line. The Engineers then lost contact with their opponents near
the 500-meter mark and were left
to row their own race. Cornell
finished first (7:00.3), followed
by Columbia (7:03.3) and MIT
(7:35.4).

The JV eight simply did not
row anywhere near their capabilities last Saturday, according to
-Honand. He added that - there
were some non-racing rowers

who "are really close to making
the JV," and JV rowers with potential to make varsity, implying
that more changes in the lineup
can be expected in the next three
weeks. The men's Eastern
Sprints, the racing season final,
is in three weeks.
The first and second freshman
lightweight eights also lost their
races last Saturday. Cornell won
the first freshman lightweight
eight race (7:01.3), followed by
MIT (7:12.1) and Columbia
(7:23.9). Cornell also won the
second freshmen lightweight
eight race (7:20.0), followed by
Columbia (7:32.1) and MIT
x(7:55.9).

The men's lightweight teams
will compete against Rutgers,
University next. Saturday. Afterwards they will trave! to Worcester to compete, in the Eastern
Sprintsonn:May: 14.-

